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Season 10, Episode 10
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The Hunter Games



After the massacre at the ranch, Dean, Sam, and Castiel double their efforts to find a cure for the Mark of Cain but there is nothing in the lore that can help them. Desperate, Castiel comes up with an idea that Sam deems the "single worst idea I've ever heard." Meanwhile, Rowena continues to plot against Crowley, and Castiel tries to mend his relationship with Claire who is plotting revenge against Dean for killing her friend.
Quest roles:
Kathryn Newton(Claire Novak), Curtis Armstrong(Metatron), Ruth Connell(Rowena MacLeod), Russell Roberts(Guthrie), Bradley Stryker(Tony), Danielle Kremeniuk(Ingrid), Celia Reid(Brit), Stormy Ent(Portal Guardian)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
20 January 2015, 21:00
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